"We are telling Our Stories, Our Way"

After some six years of focused community work, Desert Soul Media

Cleaning Up with KTWH

Twice a year, KTWH has a team walk a 2 mile stretch of highway between Two Harbors and Duluth, Minnesota. During this year’s latest excursion, KTWH volunteer Peg (with her friend, Scott) scored a shiny wheel rim. In the photo above, Peg’s face relays a feeling of pure joy at her find. Even better, the two friends, along with the rest of the group amassed about
is poised to become the first local African-American organization to own an Arizona broadcast radio station in over twenty years.

The group plans to expand station services, create programs to attract young listeners, redesign news and talk programming, and develop a 24/7 news and public affairs format focused on Arizona and the Southwest region, a format that will be supported by a state-wide series of station-hosted events.

Read more of Diane Reinhardt's piece on Desert Soul media and station manager Kaja Brown.

20 large yellow bags of trash on behalf of Two Harbors community radio. The station has been participating in the Adopt-a-Highway program since 2019.

We learned more about the project from station manager Leo Babeu, and lead organizer, former board member, and KTWH “variety volunteer,” Paul Hanson. The two men shared what it’s like to clean up a highway, and what other “treasures” they have found.

Laura Flanders Special and Fundraising Opportunity

On October 15, 5pm EDT, The Laura Flanders Show will release a special entitled, Skilling Up for War at Home? Private Military Training Facilities Proliferate in the Shadow of Fort Bragg

The program will discuss the recent upcropping of private tactical training facilities in North Carolina, while including interviews of rural community members who are concerned by these groups. The story takes place in a time when national intelligence agencies are warning about the threat of white extremist groups.

For stations who would be interested in airing this special as a part of a fundraising campaign, The Laura Flanders Show believes this program would be fitting to help demonstrate the power of independent media. Laura is happy to make herself available for an interview and pitching support. Please contact producer Jeannie Hopper with any inquiries. jeannie@lauraflanders.org.

AudioPort Presentation for the GRC

Need a Review? Learn About Audio Files from Some Audiophiles

If you are new to the Pacifica Network or just need a refresher, join us for a GRC themed tutorial on AudioPort on October 7th, at 8pm EDT.

Leading the discussion will be Pacifica Network Manager Ursula Ruedenberg, PN Web Manager Otis Maclay, and PN Operations Coordinator Stephanie Schubert.

A Zoom link for the presentation will be sent out early next week.

Side note: Because we are doing the presentation on a Thursday, the regular round-table discussion for that day is canceled.

New in AudioPort

Green Street Radio

Hosted by Patti and Doug Wood

"At Green Street Radio, our mission is to provide you with science-based information and practical solutions you can use to protect yourself and
your family from many common environmental exposures, and to protect and preserve our natural resources for the next generation."
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